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AppDynamics unites teams around one goal: 

The success of your business.  No more Silos. Fewer deliberations.  Unparalleled results.  By providing continuous runtime visibility across 

application, infrastructure and multi-cloud environments, AppDynamics generates business-critical insights into the performance of your 

most important applications so that you can act confidently based on user experience and business impact. AppDynamics protects your 

applications against vulnerabilities and attacks with embedded application runtime security with business risk observability.

Observability across the stack 

Cisco Cloud Native Application 
Observability 

Cloud Native Application 

Observability, powered by the 

Cisco FSO Platform provides 

observability from the application 

layer down to your Kubernetes and 

cloud infrastructure, allowing you 

to correlate the entities across the 

cloud-native landscape, troubleshoot 

issues and identify root causes.

• Cloud-native service and 
infrastructure monitoring

• Continuous context navigation

• Business transaction insights

• Extensible with Cisco FSO 
Platform Modules

• Open standards compatibility 
with OpenTelemetryTM, 
Kubernetes®, and Grafana ®

AppDynamics 

The AppDynamics Business 

Observability solution, available in 

SaaS and On-Premise deployments, 

provides a powerful view into the 

performance of the entire stack 

through the lens of your business with: 

• Flexible data collection 

• Auto-discovery and dependency 
mapping 

• Application and infrastructure 
monitoring

• Digital experience monitoring 

• Root cause analysis 

• Business analytics 

• Custom dashboarding

Cisco Secure Application 

Secure your apps from the inside 

out. Detect and protect against 

application code and security 

vulnerabilities within minutes – not 

months – with unified business, 

performance and security insights.  

• Identify vulnerabilities and attacks 
to keep your business safe 

• Protect against attacks with policy 
management 

• Prioritize remediation with 
business risk scoring 

• Prevent breaches with RASP

• Enhanced with proprietary Cisco 
security intelligence

Create your center of business observability. 
As the world’s only business-first observability solution, Cisco AppDynamics 
accelerates digital transformation with the insights you need the most. 
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Business  
analytics

Make every tech 
decision a business 
decision

User  
experience

Deliver a flawless 
user experience

Application  
& service  
monitoring
Spot every  
application issue, 
on the spot

Infrastructure 
monitoring

Optimize your 
infrastructure

Network  
monitoring

Application 
security

Secure your 
apps from the 
inside out

Drive results  
across any network,  
anywhere
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